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Outline for Today
Review of Perceptron

Introduction to Multi-layer Perceptrons

Solving Non-Linear with Multi-layer Perceptron



Will Post a Tutorial on The Practice Section Tonight
Over here. It will be helpful for the coding section of Assignment 3!



Artificial Neural Networks: What we know so far

1. Represent a “neuron” as a linear equation

Binarize the Output with 0.5

2. Find weights of that linear solution using gradient 
descent

Hopefully the chosen weights work well for real predictions!



Linear Model of a Binary Neuron

label = {  cat if height * weight1 + width * weight2 + weight0 > 0.5 } 
dog otherwise

This decision 
surface can be 
characterized as 
follows...



How do we “learn” the weights?
Explore the vector space containing the weights to maximize training score

Using optimization technique called Gradient Descent

Choose the weights which minimize the error



Gradient Descent in a Nutshell
Compute the Current Training Score

Compute the change or “gradient” in Training Score

Move Weights in the Direction of Gradient

Go back to First Step until the weights are stable.
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What was the issue with gradient descent?
There’s something wrong about this!
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What was the issue with gradient descent?
There’s something wrong about this!
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This is the best 
training score!!



Linear Model of a Binary Neuron: Another View

label = {  1 step(height * weight1 + width * weight2 + weight0) } 
0 otherwise

This decision 
surface can be 
characterized as 
follows...



Step Function: Represents “activation” of neuron

This will determine whether this neuron has “fired” or not.

This is the activation function of the neuron.

step(x) = 



Linear Model of a Binary Neuron: Another View

label = {  1 step(height * weight1 + width * weight2 + weight0) } 
0 otherwise

This decision 
surface can be 
characterized as 
follows...



How can we change the activation function to predict a probability?



Sigmoid family of functions are “S” shaped functions.

Good for modelling probabilities instead of hard yes/no predictions.

This is the logistic function. Many people use this function, but there are others.

How can we change the activation function to predict a probability?



Linear Model of a Binary Neuron: Another View

label = {  1 step(height * weight1 + width * weight2 + weight0) } 
0 otherwise

This decision 
surface can be 
characterized as 
follows...



Non-Linear Model of a Neuron: Another View

prob class 1 = {  logistic(height * weight1 + width * weight2 + weight0) } 

This decision 
surface can be 
characterized as 
follows...

Note that this only models the probability for one class!



Note that this only models the probability for one class!

Probability of Class 1 = Output of this Neuron

Probability of Class 2 = 1 - Output of this Neuron



Non-Linear Model of a Neuron
Okay -- I give you a private test set to validate your model.

Your model gives me a bunch of probability scores. Not actual classifications.

Now what?



Threshold at some value: Greater than 0.5
0.999 Cat

0.44328 Mouse

0.1312432 Mouse

0.5543 Cat

0.84832 Cat

0.231232 Mouse



What the sigmoid did for us

We can return a probability instead of a hard yes/no answer.

Probabilities gives some confidence in the prediction 
itself

A non-linear activation function allowed us to learn a non-
linear decision boundary.



Formally: This is the Perceptron
An artificial neural network with a single “hidden” neuron.

This diagram will make more sense in a minute!

Probability



Why this cannot work for modelling complex functions?

That is, why can’t the perceptron with a logistic activation function 
solve this?



There can only be ONE region of high probability!



Could we have Multiple Perceptrons?

Each perceptron would be responsible for modelling its 
own “region” of the feature space.

We could combine the probabilities of each perceptron 
afterwards



Now we can model two regions!



Now we can model two regions!

prob region class 1 = {  logistic(height * weight1 + width * weight2 + weight0) } 

prob region class 2 = {  logistic(height * weight3 + width * weight4 + weight5) } 



How do we combine their outputs?
Perceptron 1 = 0.9999  (Responsible for One Region)

Perceptron 2 = 0.4445   (Responsible for Another Region)

Okay, what is the class: Cat or Mouse??

How do I use this to predict a class?



One way: Majority Vote over all the Perceptrons

This actually would work well.

It would work for training binary classification networks.

But it won’t work for training multi-class neural networks.

(Which we’ll see a bit later)



How do we combine their outputs?
Perceptron 1 = 0.9999  (Responsible for One Region)

Perceptron 2 = 0.4445   (Responsible for Another Region)

Here’s an awesome Idea!: 

Train ANOTHER perceptron that takes these 2 as input and the final 
probability as output.



The story so far...
Neuron with a Logistic Activation Function Models Class Probability of One “Region”

It can solve non-linear tasks - but cannot solve complex non-linear tasks with many 
regions

If there are two distinct regions: why not train two perceptrons?



The story so far...
Neuron with a Logistic Activation Function Models Class Probability of One “Region”

It can solve non-linear tasks - but cannot solve complex non-linear tasks with many 
regions

If there are two distinct regions: why not train two perceptrons?

Combine those probabilities using another perceptron.

final probability = {  logistic(prob region 1 * weight6 + prob region 1 * weight7 + weight8) } 



How many weights do we need to train now?

Eight! We need to search the space for eight weights of the model!

We will do gradient descent again.

* Except a special type of gradient descent known as backpropagation is used.

final probability = {  logistic(prob region 1 * weight6 + prob region 1 * weight7 + weight8) } 

prob region class 1 = {  logistic(height * weight1 + width * weight2 + weight0) } 

prob region class 2 = {  logistic(height * weight3 + width * weight4 + weight5) } 



Network Diagram of our Current Model



How many Hidden Neurons?
This corresponds to how many “regions” we have



How many hidden Neurons?
We don’t know the number of regions. It’s a hyperparameter.



What happens if we have too many hidden neurons?



What happens if we have too many hidden neurons?

Overfitting is right. We will most likely fit assign “region” that do 
not exist.

But don’t be too quick.

Gradient descent is random and some weights can be 0.



Why is the global maxiumum of this space bad choice of weights?

The global maximum will likely overfit.

It represents the best training score.

Not the best testing score.

Pick the right number of neurons to limit this from happening



Neural Networks are considered to be “Black-Box”
There’s a distinction between white-box and black-box methods in the data mining 
world.

We cannot easily understand how a neural network makes predictions.



Neural Networks are considered to be “Black-Box”

Neural Networks: Extremely hard to interpret what the this thing is “learning”



The Universal Approximation Theorem

“A single layer neural network with N hidden nodes 
has the capacity to approximate any function.”

Neural networks are used widely for this reason!



Why is adding too many hidden neurons a bad idea?



Why is adding too many neurons a bad idea?

The amount of weights that we have to find increases 
combinatorially.

It is unlikely that we will be able to find good weights in a 
large search space.



That’s all for Today!

Please remember that Assignment 3 is due on Tuesday.

I will post a tutorial tonight.


